
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

BAMBOO SCENES ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
Hong Kong Street Photography Exhibition  

VIP Preview + Anniversary Exhibition 
 

(Hong Kong, 15 November 2018) - What started as an idea 
to open up the local art scene in one of the most photogenic 
cities in the world, has now grown into a thriving community 
of photographers and art enthusiasts, with meaningful photo 
art prints on walls in Hong Kong and beyond. Bamboo 
Scenes Photography Gallery is turning one, and that is worth 
a celebration! 
 
Bamboo Scenes offers unique, affordable Photography Art 
by Hong Kong based artists, showcasing their city in 
spectacular ways. With a strong focus on Hong Kong Street 
Photography and with the aim to offer meaningful art with a 
purpose, by donating 10% of profits to charity ImpactHK 
helping the homeless. 
 
Founded by Dutch female entrepreneur Madelon de Grave, Bamboo Scenes launched last year with an 
exciting exhibition for over 500 visitors at Loft 22. With local and international press coverage reaching as 
far as CNN Travel - the new Hong Kong art initiative was immediately put onto the map. 
 
Milestones 
Commencing as an online photo art collective with pop-up exhibits around the city, such as the ‘Art Block 
Party’ reaching nearly 2,000 interested visitors, evolved into the opening of its very first Gallery space on 
09/2018 with Locofama. To date, it holds collections of 21 independent artists and recently introduced a 
new printing option; Matte Aluminium Photo Panel, as an alternative to Framed Fine Art Photo Paper. 
Started in one of the most photogenic cities, Bamboo Scenes Art has found a home into Hong Kong 
apartments, work- and leisure spaces. Not remaining within borders, the Hong Kong art prints reached 
international recognition -  with destinations as Tokyo, Melbourne, Berlin, Stockholm, L.A. and more!  
 
Anniversary Exhibition at Bamboo Scenes Gallery - with Wine Moments and Locofama 
Reaching the end of an exciting first year - Bamboo Scenes will open its gallery doors on Sunday 
December 2nd (1-6PM)  for a special anniversary celebration. With an entire new Gallery wall filled with 
a stunning selection of not-exhibited-before Street Photography Artworks from the Bamboo Scenes 
collections, and the proud introduction of 4 new Hong Kong artists to the collective: Jeremy Cheung 
(@rambler15), Carlos Sun, Kevin Mak (@kingymak) and May James. Wine Moments will be serving 
funky wine labels from their wine bar, Locofama restaurant will cook up organic bites live DJ sounds are 
provided to set that perfect Sunday vibe.  
-ENDS- 
 
For media enquiries, please contact: 
Madelon de Grave,  Founder Bamboo Scenes  |  madelon@bambooscenes.com   |   (+852) 5243 8939 
 
 



EVENT DETAILS 
  
Anniversary Exhibition 

·    WHEN: 1 - 6PM, Sunday December 2, 2018 
·    WHERE : Bamboo Scenes Gallery at Locofama, 13 Fuk Sau Lane, Sai Ying Pun, Hong Kong 
·    ENTRANCE: Pay-By-Donation at the door > 100% donated to charity ImpactHK 
·    RSVP REQUIRED VIA: PELAGO LINK 
·     FACEBOOK EVENT: https://www.facebook.com/events/332725373950190/ 
 

Participating Hong Kong based Photographers: 

Sharon Liu 
Elaine Li 
Timmy Lo 
Derry Ainsworth 
Frame Freeman 
Stephanie Teng 
Christopher Lim 
Sarie Moolenburgh 
Nukeproofsuit 
Natasza Minasiewicz 
Carlos Sun 

IG: @75yards 
@lielaine 
@timmy717 
@derryainsworth 
@frankfreemanhk 
@stephinitely.tengy 
@cl.photo 
@sariemarais 
@nukeproofsuit 
@ntszam 
@cs.pics_ 

Envy - Michael Kistler 
Envy - Tricia Darling 
Kitty Chu 
Gideon de Kock 
Kevin Mak 
Kasper Forest 
Jose Macedo 
Christopher Button 
May James 
Paul S. 
Jeremy Cheung 

IG: @mdkistler 
@triciadarlingphotography 
@matteisthenewblack 
@gideondk1 
@kingymak 
@conflict_hongkong 
@josemacedo 
@christopherbutton 
@slpsiusin 
@pauljs100 
@rambler15 

 
ABOUT BAMBOO SCENES: An photography art gallery that offers the possibility of buying truly unique 
wall art from Hong Kong based photographers at affordable prices and with a purpose. Of every limited 
art edition sold, Bamboo Scenes donates 10% of the profits to a selected charity. 
www.bambooscenes.com   |    facebook.com/bambooscenes  | instagram.com/bambooscenes 

ABOUT LOCOFAMA: Joining the health conscious community of Sai Ying Pun serving delicious organic 
bites and dishes all day. By offering food that is at its nutritional and palatable peak, we are dedicated to 
providing options to support a healthier lifestyle, while working closely with Hong Kong’s local farms. 
www.locofama.com | facebook.com/locofama | instagram.com/locofama 

ABOUT WINE MOMENTS:  
Wine Moments Philosophy: There is a perfect wine to go with every moment in your life. With a modern 
brand image, easy to understand wine recommendations, and a simple online shop to buy high-quality 
wines, WINE MOMENTS is a platform built to bring you exciting wines in a fun way. 
www.winemoments.com   |    facebook.com/winemomentshk  | instagram.com/winemomentshk 

ABOUT IMPACTHK: A locally registered charity and movement helping the homeless and 
underprivileged of Hong Kong through so-called Kindness walks where food and supplies are given out. 
ImpactHK recently started a fundraising campaign to open up a facility where care, counseling and job 
training programs are offered to the homeless to truly change their lives.  
facebook.com/impacthkcharity | instagram.com/impacthkcharity 
 
Bamboo Scenes Limited 
Gallery: 13 Fuk Sau Lane, Sai Ying Pun, Hong Kong 


